Press release:

Laufen Launch Its CasePlus Furniture Collection

With pure dedication to producing high quality sanitaryware and
bathroom furniture swiss manufacturer Laufen is delighted to present
CasePlus; a product extension to its popular Case furniture range.
CasePlus is a collection of new striking furniture available in several
fashionable finishes and designed to fit perfectly with a variety of
Laufen’s existing ceramic ranges.
CasePlus oozes sophistication whilst meeting the demands of today’s
interior design trends. Available in attractive high gloss white, black
and Noce Canaletto wood veneer finishes, the cabinet doors can be
mixed to the customers own specification, to create the ultimate stylish
furniture for any bathroom. The aluminium profile of the cabinets door
frames and door knobs truly emphasise its overall design, whilst soft
motion on drawers and doors come as standard; adding a luxurious
calming touch to the bathrooms functionality.
CasePlus furniture fits neatly under the following Laufen ceramic
ranges: Form, Living City and Laufen pro and offers sophisticated space
saving solutions. Available in a variety of sizes there is an alternative
for every bathroom, regardless of its shape or dimension. The new long
drawer option provides a wealth of storage space for bath towels and
essential bathroom necessities; helping to keep the bathroom clutter
free. A matching range of mirrors with optional lighting is also available
and looks fabulous with the CasePlus furniture.
One thing is for sure, the new CasePlus furniture range is ideal for the
design-orientated consumer wanting to transform their bathroom into a
modern functional setting!
For further details on CasePlus and other products from Laufen’s
prestige portfolio, please view the Laufen website – www.laufen.co.uk.
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